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Editors message
Welcome to the Winter 2015 edition of the Epic.

In this issue you’ll find wrap-ups of a number of winter trips run by the club
including ice-climbing, back-country skiing and the mid-winter feast.
Of special note are the many stories coming out of the main range
extravaganza (and by all reports they squeezed a full qotient of vaganza
in). So read on if you were there and want to verify that “yes, that actually
happened” or you weren’t there and want to verify that “yes, skiers are
actually crazy” .
The 2015 Annual General Meeting was held on Wednesday 28 October.
You can read a brief summary of the meeting and annual awards in this
issue—full minutes including the President’s and Treasurer’s reports are also
available on the club website.
And remember, when you head out on your next adventure this spring or
summer, be sure to send us your trip reports, photos or recipes for inclusion
in the next edition.
Nic Fox and Thomas Polden

Cover: Gabriela Scheufele
Photo: Hugh Logan
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Sri Chinmoy Jindabyne
Multi-Sport Classic

Competition Report—

35 teams and 3 solo athletes converged upon the
beautiful lake Jindabyne in March this year for the
9th annual Sri Chinmoy Multi-Sport Classic. The
Jindabyne Multi-Sport Classic is a fun and social
event for amateur and experienced racers alike.
The 12 legs present a variety of challenge that may
test your skill (for instance some highly technical
mountain bike riding) or endurance (a 2.5km swim).
But there are also easier legs such as a 5km run and
a 5.5 km paddle. The course treats participants to
various sites in and around Lake Jindabyne.
ANUMC were ably represented by a team of six avid
adventurers. Tim Crockford, James Painting, Laure
Gauthiez Putallaz, Pierre-Dominique Putallaz, Marco
Ernst and Kristen Walker swam, paddled, ran and
mountain-biked their way through the 12 legs to
complete this endurance challenge. The team worked
together throughout the day to race against the cutoff time and finish in 12:18:48. The whole team pulled
together to ensure smooth transitions between the
legs and to provide invaluable moral support. In the
end we gained a sense of achievement and team
spirit.
Keep an eye on the trip calendar for next year’s MultiSport challenge!
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Nut Butter Muffins
makes 12

Ingredients:
1 cup organic nut butter of choice
2 small bananas (peeled and mashed)
2 large eggs (beaten)
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon apple cider vinegar
1 tablespoon cacao powder
1 cup blueberries (fresh or frozen)
12 pecan halfs (optional)
Directions:
Preheat oven to 180˚
In a large food processor or blender process the nut butter until
smooth. Add in the bananas and beaten eggs and process again. Add
the baking powder and apple cider vinegar and blend until well mixed.
Remove the dough from the food processor/blender and fold in the
blueberries.
Spoon the batter into 12 individual muffin cups, topping each with a
pecan half if you like, and bake for 15-20 minutes.
Adapted from Dr Libby’s Real Food
Cookbook
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WHEN THERE’S NOT ENOUGH SNOW TO SKI
WHEN THERE’S NOT ENOUGH SNOW TO SKI
WHEN THERE’S NOT ENOUGH SNOW TO SKI
WHEN THERE’S NOT ENOUGH SNOW TO SKI
Story and photos by Sebastian Wende

During a recent to Club Lake we saw what appeared
to be veins of ice running down through the cliffs
at Blue Lake. A reccie walk a week ago confirmed
what looked like climbable ice, now all I needed was
someone with the skills to make it happen as my own
ice climbing skills are lacking.

The traverse of the northern shore of Blue Lake was
a bit of a rude shock. I’d only ever done it with plenty
of snow, mostly going straight across the lake. By the
time we’d crossed the bolder field it was 4ish and the
faffing inherent in any climbing meant it was almost
dark by the time we had the top rope set up.

I managed to talk a friend out of two days on the
synthetic stuff at Thredbo, to instead teach me some
of the witch craft that is climbing frozen water.
We completed our team with fellow ice climbing
novice Josh. A planned early start slipped a little as
Tony hadn’t slept on Thursday and was then further
delayed by a trip from one side of Canberra to the
other to collect some mountaineering boots. After
arriving at Guthega at 10am we then spent an hour
deciding what to take out of Tony’s collection of gear.
Not being sure what was needed, we could have
just tipped the contents of his boot into our packs as
we took almost all of it. In the end we used about a
quarter of the climbing gear we lugged up.

That night I tested my newly acquired ultra light Aldi
camping chair. Tony was very happy with it, after
we surrendered it to him for the much appreciated
guiding services.

The next day we managed 4 or 5 climbs each on the
top rope. Then it was time to pack up camp and haul
all the gear back down to Guthega. My feet have
decided they like mountaineering boots even less
than ski boots after doing the walking in and out
in them. It may also be that I was I was constantly
stubbing my toe while climbing as my semi frozen
big toes meant I couldn’t not feel that my boots were
not tight enough.
Now for the ski season?
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“Why are we doing this?”
Gab asks this on our first day.
We are at Pink Palace, a cave in
Queenstown decked out by local
climbers to have permadraws and drilled
holes spray painted pink for tool pick
placements. It’s basically an outdoor
drytooling gym. Drytooling, a fairly
recently developed sport, involves using
modern leashless “ice axes” to climb steep
rock terrain. We arrive just in time to see
a guy attempting the hardest route there
(a long, sustained overhang) and pull out
a half-brick sized rock that scrapes him
across the face and draws blood while he
himself grazes the floor with rope stretch.
“Because it’s fun?” I reply uncertainly.
We spend the next half hour lurking in
a corner, watching the guys get up the
climb, each privately wondering if maybe
we should just go home.
Story and photos by
Jin Cong
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“Why are we doing this?” I groan.
It’s still dark, there’s ice inside our tent
and our high R-value sleeping mats aren’t
warm enough to keep out the cold from the
ground. If we’re lucky, the snow will have
compacted a bit last night and we won’t have
to hike up a ski resort just to trudge through
knee-deep powder before freaking out about
avalanche danger and turning back without
climbing anything like we did yesterday,
seeing as climbing snowy, icy rock with
sharps is the reward for suffering through
everything else.
“Because it’s fun,” Gab replies, dragging
herself out of our tent to start de-icing the
car.
“Why am I doing this?” I think to myself,
slowly getting up after landing on a snowy
ledge some five metres below my last piece of
protection. It’s day one of the Remarkables
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Ice and Mixed Festival and I’m learning
to lead a mixed climb. My ankle which I
sprained two days ago is hurting again, but
luckily that’s about all. It’s not enough to
feel scared, I also feel bad, falling off on lead
when the leader isn’t supposed to fall. I think
I can do it, but my plan to get past where I
fell off by digging my pick deeper into the
roots of an innocent plant and not lose my
balance seems tenuous at best. Maybe I can’t
after all. Having top Kiwi climber Daniel Joll
instructing us does mean bailing is totally an
option.
“Because it’s fun,” I tell myself and decide to
try again, amidst shouts of encouragement
from below that are probably just a guise for
anxiety.
“Why am I doing this?” asks Gab.
At Dan’s recommendation, she’s about to
attempt leading an M4, the hardest mixed
grade either of us has ever climbed, let alone
led. The climb is kind of on the ridge, which
is pretty windy at the moment, and even
though we’re fairly sheltered down here,
topping out is going to be fun. For added
enjoyment, it’s also a slab with a crack on
it, two things which Gab lurrves. Up close,
we can see the slab is quite steep and the
crack is pretty wide in parts, looking good
for neither frontpoint nor boot placements.
Being easy to protect is probably its only
selling point; hopefully we have enough gear.
“Because it’s fun,” I remind her, secretly glad
I’ve already completed my easier lead, “On
belay.”
The festival ends, the ice on our tent melts,
we learn to trust the sharps and the list of
things we question doing starts to shrink.
We finish the second pitch of a first ascent
and redpoint an M5 at Pink Palace that we
had earlier thought highly improbable. I
have a turn leading an M4, then spend a day
ice climbing at Lake Alta with Koen and
Mic when Gab gets sick. Suddenly the trip is
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drawing to a close and we’re still so far from
our goals. We bailed on doing the Grand
Traverse of Double Cone to Single Cone,
we’re not really confident attempting any
long multi-pitch M4s and getting out to Wye
Creek (ice worth flying in for, apparently)
is becoming less likely with each passing
day. The disappointment is more a thought
than a feeling; I’m actually looking forward
to going home. It’s surprisingly hard to stay
enthusiastic about cracked fingertips, cold
feet and feeling tired all the time.
It’s 3pm on our second last day in
Queenstown, and somehow, despite injuries,
illness and an increasing lack of motivation,
we’ve endured the 4 hour walk in with 20+
kg packs and made it to Wye Creek. Single
Cone juts out behind us and the surrounding
valley extends into the distance. The ice is
but a tiny patch on the slopes across the
valley; up close it looks amazing. Multi-
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Remarkables Ice and Mixed Festival
2015 is the fourth year running of the RIMF, which was started in 2012 by Queenstown climber Daniel
Joll as part of a vision to improve the level New Zealand alpinism. The festival provides an opportunity
for beginners to climb with and learn from some of the best winter alpine climbers in NZ, as well as
discover the excellent climbing available in Queenstown. This year over 160 people attended the 3 day
festival from 13-16 August that included two days of clinics and a race to complete the Grand Traverse of
Double to Single Cone on Sunday. Clinics ranged from basic snowcraft skills to leading on technical mixed
terrain as well as backcountry ski touring. With several crags within short walking distance (<2hr) of the
Remarkables ski resort, access is relatively easy and makes for convenient down time in town when not
climbing.
This year four club members as well as a handful of other Australians made it over. Bonnie received
some ice climbing coaching from mountain guide Jane Morris in the Chicks’N’Picks clinic, Koen tried out
some new disciplines in the Ice and Mixed clinic while Gab and I got some pro tips from Dan himself in a
Learning to Lead clinic that really helped boost our skills and confidence. Dan won the 2015 NZ alpinist
of the year, while Karl Merry Schimanski won the award for the hardest new route with a first ascent of
the first M10 trad route in NZ, The Fly at Lake Alta. To put this into perspective, currently the hardest ever
climbed mixed trad route sits at M11. The competition for the female awards was less stiff and I managed
to win hardest new route by climbing an M3 (Ladies, take note and get out there!). Steve Fortune again
won the GT race with a time of 2hr 10 min, 41 minutes slower than his record time three years ago thanks
to icier conditions. It was cool and inspiring to meet and climb with some of these amazing climbers, but
it was also nice to get to know some (many!) regular climbers with a similar interest in frozen rock.
Overall I think the RIMF offers a great way to practise some skills for winter alpine climbing; you’ll certainly
find nothing like it in Australia!

tiered waterfalls, curtains several storeys
high and smooth columns stand frozen
against the rock, tinged blue and looking
fat (a technical term). Even the easiest,
shortest climb is a lovely 25m cascade. We
decide to start there. This area is used by
Adventure Consultants for their ice climbing
courses and has clearly seen a lot of traffic.
Giant, half metre steps have been dug out
in the approaching snow slope, hardened
into massive bucket seats. The route
itself has plenty of incuts from picks and
crampons, making it easier and less energy
consuming to climb. The ice feels solid
against each swing and kick and even our
longest ice screws go all the way in without
encountering rock or voids. As I stand on
my frontpoints placing ice screws en route
for the first time, I can’t help think that this
is a perfect climb for learning to lead ice: it’s
challenging enough to be interesting without
13

ever being desperate. Just as well since some
of the club ice screws are so blunt I need
both hands to get them in. Gab asks me how
scared I’m feeling and I realise this is the
least scared I’ve been on any lead all trip. It’s
nice.
The next morning our boots are frozen; we
manage to deform them enough to get our
feet in but I’m eager to start moving to get
some circulation going in my extremities.
A bunch of other climbers have already
arrived for a day jaunt and are on the ice. We
head back to the climb we did yesterday and
Gab leads it this time, running out the first
section big time, much to my nervousness.
She looks very comfortable however, and
soon she’s at the top. “This is so awesome!”
she calls. When she gets down we shout,
cheer, high five, hug and sing. We’re doing it.
We’re climbing ice by ourselves.
14

It’s still early, and there’s a two pitch 65m
WI2+ around the corner. We’re keen to get
on it, but Gab says she’s not up for leading
any more today so I’d have to lead both
pitches. The climb, an easier variant of a
route called Dirty Rotten Scoundrel, goes
up a corner of a tiered waterfall, with a few
short near vertical sections and even what
feels like a slightly overhanging move. But it
also feels like a pretty good transition from
the previous climb in terms of difficulty. I
find fewer no hand stances this time and
have to place all the screws with one hand
only. After pulling over the last bulge I end
up in a cave half decorated with curtains
of ice. There are supposed to be bolts, but
there’s so much ice on the rock I’m greeted
by two v-threads instead. I back them up
with an ice screw and belay Gab up. “That
was awesome!” she exclaims and we marvel
at how pretty everything looks in here. Then
we quickly change over and I head off again.
“How’s it looking?” asks Gab once I’m out of
the cave and around the corner.
It’s mostly snow slope from here, and then a
short section of ice.
“It’s fine. It looks like the other climb we
did.”
The snow slope ends. I approach the ice with
the least gradient and put in a screw. A few
metres up and suddenly I’m faced with a
vertical wall stretching several metres above
me. This does not look like a WI2+. It looks
maybe doable, pretty desperate, and we don’t
really have time to mess around right now.
I glance to my left and realise I’ve gone off
route. The traverse is steep too, but looks
more appealing than down climbing. I try
to put in an ice screw to protect it. After
a few attempts I drop the screw. @#$%.
I only have two screws left, no idea what
the anchor is like, and still several metres
of climbing to go. I decide to down climb.
15

Thanks to the ice screw fumble, I’m pumped
with adrenaline; my movements are shakey
and imprecise. There aren’t any pre-kicked
footholds here and my blunt horizontal
frontpoints take several swings to bite the
ice, even more now because my accuracy
seems to have gone down. My sprained ankle
starts to hurt from repeated impact and my
feet slip completely a couple of times, leaving
me hanging on just my tools. I really don’t
want to fall right now. Even though I mostly
trust my last placement, it’s still metres
below me and right above a ramp.
“You’re just scared,” I tell myself. Somehow
this helps, and slowly I manage to inch back
down to my last piece. I remove it, head
over to where I’m supposed to be and try
again. The last few moves are reasonably
comfortable and soon I’m over the bulge
and trudging through snow again. There
are supposed to be bolts here too, but I find
more v-threads instead.
Gab comes up and we try to work out the
descent. I point to what I assume is the
descent path based on what I remember of
the topo.
“That’s a cliff,” says Gab.
“Are you sure? Maybe it’s worth getting
closer and having a look?”
Gab’s pretty sure we have to keep going
up. There’s definitely a gully a bit further
to the left, but we can’t access it from here.
I suggest abseiling off the v-threads. Gab
looks at me like I’m crazy.
“We have no idea how old they are.”
“We’d back it up...for the first person at
least.” Still, she has a point. In the end we
decide to go up. Gab basically soloes a pitch
of steep snow while I have her on belay.
Then, after what feels like another pitch,
we’re practically on the ridge. Oh, if only we
could just walk out from here.
16

The snow gully is really long, quite steep and
full of powder. Near the bottom there is a
short rocky step that is almost vertical.
“What?” calls Gab when she hears me
mumbling.
“Oh, it’s just a step, not worse than what we
climbed down yesterday to get here.” I’m
sandbagging it a little because I want to be
down already. “Yep, it’s totally doable!”
Gab doesn’t think so; she asks for beta that
she doesn’t use, repeatedly exclaims that she
can’t do it and then, when I stop offering
words of encouragement, she easily climbs
down.
On the way back we pass the “cliff ” and
realise it was the descent route after all.
By the time we pack up camp and start
walking it’s 5:30pm. We’re about 2 hours
late and already tired. However, the sky
is clear and the walk out is pretty straight
forward so we’re not too worried, just
extremely unenthusiastic. It feels like forever
getting to Wye saddle. We start stopping
every hundred steps, then every fifty, then
every fifteen, but that hurts too because
our packs are so heavy. Darkness and snow
make objects appear closer than they are.
About 100m from the saddle Gab finally
gives in asks the question that I thought we’d
managed to forgo. “Why are we doing this?”
“Because it’s fun!” I shout over the silence.
500m later we reach the saddle. From here
it’s all downhill. Another hour and a bit and
we arrive at the carpark.
“I feel really shit,” croaks Gab between
coughs that have increased alarmingly in
frequency and severity, “But it was totally
worth it.”
I think so too. I am so happy to throw my
pack in the car, but I’d put it back on for
another lap up that ice.
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t the 2015 ANUMC Annual Awards Night and AGM, the club voted in the
executive, gave out this year’s serious and not-so-serious awards and chose the
winners of the photography competition.
The new executive position holders for 2016 are:
President—James Bailie
Vice President—Richard Salmons (+ trip convenor)
Treasurer—Rob Hayes
Secretary—Alana Wilkes
Social Officer—Michelle Welch

General Officers x 2—Jiaying Goh & Sam Terry
Awards recipients for 2015 included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Axe—Nic Fox
Valuable contributors—Mark Euston & Richard Salmons
Trip leader of the year—Jason MacQueen
Up and coming trip leader of the year—Alex Boiko
Beginner of the year—Mohammad Javad
Overcommitted executive—James Bailie & Michelle Welch
Diamond contractor—Terry Murphy

Winners of the photography competition were:
• Landscape—Jason MacQueen
• Action—Josh Bax
• Flora and fauna— Laure Gauthiez Putallaz
• Personality—Jess Thorn

Nominations for 2016 committee positions will open soon, so it’s time to start
thinking about serving in some capacity. Serving as a committee member is a great
way to meet fellow club members, contribute to decision making and become more
involved in running such an awesome club. The running of the club benefits from new

people and fresh ideas, so don’t be shy about nominating! We are particularly keen to take on
student committee members, as the club aims to balance students and non-students on the
committee to ensure our decisions reflect the needs of both. Committee positions include
activity officers for each of the club’s core sports and outdoor pursuits, climbing wall, gear
store and web officers and the Epic editors (responsible for this very fine publication).
You can nominate, for more than one committee position, just respond to the call for
nominations when the new executive sends out their request to do so. If you have any
questions, feel free to contact anyone on the current executive or you can try your luck with
the current committee members too. There is also information relating to the committee
positions on the ANUMC website (login required):
http://anumc.org.au/members/getting-involved-club-structure/committee-positions
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ustralian snow is wet. So wet, that sometimes it’s really just water.
That’s ok, provided you aren’t planning on going cross country skiing on it.
I was.
During the depths of winter, ANUMC holds its annual Mid Winter
Feast. An extravagant event in mirror to cocktails on the castle, a
group of us got together toshare fine wine and decadent cuisine while
the frigid elements frosted over the windows of one of Kosciusko
national parks’ few remaining alpine huts. Nestled in a valley about 6
km from the Gooandra car park, our plan was to ski out to the hut.
Reports from the previous week were that the car park had to have
the snow dug out of it before it could be used, so, despite poor snow
fall throughout the week, we were hopeful.
There was no snow :(. Despite the lack of snow, the walk to the hut
was superb. After spending 6 months wandering around Scotland,
the familiar Australian landscape was refreshing. Arriving at the
hut, first port of call was to collect and start drying some wood.
Thankfully, we brought our very own lumberjack along.
After setting up tents (you aren’t supposed to sleep inside the huts),
the temperature started to drop and we all retreated inside the cosy
hut. Then the cooking began! Great food, delicious wine, funny
stories and fantastic company, what more could you want (aside from
snow…you may be sensing a common theme here)?
Waking up the next morning, we had hoped that the 40 cm of
forecast of snow had fallen and it did…kind of. What we got was a
combination of sleet and rain: perfect walking weather.
Understandably, there wasn’t too much reason for us to hang around.
So we packed everything up, cleaned out the hut and headed off
toward the carpark The trip didn’t quiet end there. Getting back to
the carpark, Jason and I watched a passing Ute spin out of control, fly
off the road and somehow not roll. Everyone who had made it back
to the cars by that point ran over to see if they were ok. Thankfully
they were, but it was a good reminder that just because you have an
AWD or 4WD doesn’t mean you don’t need to put chains on when
the weather gets bad.
Overall a fantastic trip and a good sign of things to come! Special
thanks to Mika for organising the trip and N&J for editing

Story by Chris Capon
Photos by Chris Capon & Jason MacQueen
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Main Range
Extravaganza:
Kayak Edition
Story: Mark Euston Photos: Thomas Polden & Richard Salmons

My initial email to several prospective sled dogs had gone largely unanswered… but a night of merriment

in the party tent on Alex’s Sentinel trip proved to be a good hunting ground. Plans for Main Range extravagance
were being hatched with ideas for ice bars, disco balls and the like being though up. It was in this mood for
silliness that I was able to convince Gab, Jason and Alex to assist me in what would later become known as (well,
actually just now as I write this) Operation Full Retard. The plan was to take a whitewater kayak to the Main
Range Extravaganza and use it as a toboggan and the initial plan even went so far as to build a bobsled track
with berms, jumps and tunnels.
My initial route plan was to hope that the road to Charlottes Pass would be open by then and then follow the
Kosciuszko Rd dragging the kayak like a sled. Entry via Guthega was a no go as the Illawong traverse was mostly

Main Range
Extravaganza
(cont.)
grass - and it’s a bloody long way to drag a
kayak from there! Dead Horse Gap was ruled
out as it would be too steep and too many
trees to drag a kayak up and even worse on
the way down. When Jason came on board,
he mentioned that he knew someone in guest
services at Thredbo that might be able to direct
us to the right person to ask about putting
the kayak on the chairlift. He also mentioned
that the club has kayak backpacks that were
purchased a few years ago and had never been
used and might be easier than dragging the
kayak.
The Thredbo chairlift option didn’t pan out,
with Jason’s friends at Thredbo initially thinking
that it was a joke and telling us that we had

no chance of being allowed to do it. Then a midweek snowfall meant that the road to
Charlottes Pass would definitely not be open, so we would have to start from Perisher
which would increase our route from 6km to 14km. We then realised that the kayak
backpack would allow us to get up and down Dead Horse Gap fairly safely as it’s the
same as carrying an overnight backpack. This route meant we started a bit lower at
1500m and had to climb up to 2100m in the first 4.5km, but then it’s 3.5km flat to
Kosciuszko and 2km downhill to the Northcote campsite. It also meant that the return
trip was ~5km on flat and then the rest would be downhill, so definitely a better option
than 14km each way via Perisher.
In the days leading up to the Extravaganza, Alex had to pull out but he was replaced by
Thomas. I would be meeting the others in Jindabyne so I gave Jason a list of what we
needed: a kayak, a kayak backpack, a paddle that the club wouldn’t be too unhappy
about if it broke, a deck cover in case it rained, 20m of rope, and two quick release
waist straps for towing. Jason arrived in Jindabyne with just the kayak, kayak backpack

and an excuse: “I don’t read
emails”. Hmmm...
About an hour of faffing ensued
in Jindabyne as I rounded up
slings and cord for tow ropes,
builders film and shock cord for
a deck cover, and trying to find
a way into my garage to find my
old canoe polo paddle—which
turned out to be under the
house. We left Jindabyne around
8:30am and drove to Dead
Horse Gap where we proceeded
to faff for another hour as we

Main Range Extravaganza

(cont.)

repacked 4 overnight packs into 3 (in order to leave one person free to carry the kayak)
and tried to figure out how to use the kayak backpack (Jason had been thoughtful
enough to take the backpack out of its packaging, but not thoughtful enough to keep
the instructions!). Various adjustments were made but we couldn’t quite get it right,
it would either be too loose and hang too low, or it would pull the shoulder straps off
your shoulders. We started to get attention from passing tourists and even a bunch of
Victorian kayakers who had driven through the Alpine Way decided to stop, thinking
that this must be a river put in, before realising that we were just a bunch of crazy
people. Just as we were about to make do and head off, Jason found a velcro pocket on
the back of the waist strap which he opened out of curiosity and resulted in two more
straps falling out. Many face palms ensued and we got the backpack set up nicely and
were on our way at 10:15am.

We went up the spur north of Bogong Ck, swapping the kayak around a bit, and reached
the Thredbo resort boundary at 12:10, so a bit less than 2 hours for the climb. Incidentally,
we had a hand scale and the kayak and packs all ended up weighing around 22-23kg, so
carrying the kayak wasn’t really an harder than carrying a pack, except when there were
low trees! Here we started to attract a lot of attention from the resort skiers who probably
thought we were planning to ride it down the Thredbo ski slopes. One skier riding up
Karels T-bar found us so noteworthy that he jumped off in order to get a photo of us.
We stopped at the Kosciuszko Lookout for lunch at 1pm. A pair of lycra-clad mountain
bikers on fat bikes passed us on their way to Thredbo, apparently having started at
Charlottes Pass. There was a brief face-off as each group felt slightly threatened by the
fact that someone else had out-ridiculoused them, before we realised that we were both
equally ridiculous in our own unique ways.

Main Range Extravaganza

(cont.)

From the lookout to Rawsons Pass is fairly flat, so we converted to sled mode with two
people pulling and one person at the back to prevent it from sliding sidewards or into
the back of the pullers. Overall we found this a little bit harder than just carrying it via
backpack, mostly due to the awkwardness on angled slopes. Sled mode also didn’t
attract nearly as much attention as backpack mode. There were a lot of people walking
to Koscisuzko that day but not many stopped to ask about the kayak when it was in
sled mode compared to the reaction we got when backpacking it through the top of
Thredbo.

At Rawsons Pass we contemplated heading straight for the campsite. We concluded
that we were only ever going to do this once so we may as well go full retard and take it
up to Mt Kosciuszko. We converted back to backpack mode and left the packs behind.
The trig point had a 3cm tall and 30cm wide triangular plate on top, which meant the
kayak didn’t quite sit flat, so we held the kayak and took turns climbing up and sitting in
it to be Australia’s Highest Kayakers at 2228m (+1.5m including the trig point). By now
a crowd of around 15 people had gathered, somewhat in amusement and somewhat in
annoyance at us hogging the trig point for photos.

Main Range Extravaganza

(cont.)

We could see the campsite from the top of Kosciuszko and decided that there was a
good ski line to the campsite that would avoid having to put skins back on. So I took
the kayak and skied towards the campsite whilst Jason, Gab and Thomas went to get
the packs. It was the first time that anyone had skied downhill with the kayak and it
turned out to be such a funny sight that the 15 tourists on Mt Koscisuzko stopped
taking photos and rushed over to watch. From behind it makes you look like an insect
with a large yellow body and tiny arms and legs poking out. I did manage to make it to
the campsite without stopping and just a small skate uphill to the campsite, where all of
the Main Range Extravagants were as fascinated as the tourists and all pulled out their

cameras to photograph. I don’t know why they were all at the campsite, they should
have been out skiing!
On Sunday, team kayak went up to Northcote to ski Kunama cirque whilst everyone else
went to Mt Townsend. Our first run was great, but the skin up was a bit tricky as the
snow was getting quite soft in the warm sun and we were slipping a lot. We decided
to head over to Little Austria, guessing that it would have softened up by the time we
got there. It was fairly good skiing, but not as consistent as Kunama Cirque as there
were still some shaded areas. We skinned up to The Grandstand where we stopped for

Main Range Extravaganza

(cont.)

lunch and watched the others coming down The Racecourse. We took great delight in
watching most of the beginners fall over on a snow drift, with Annika falling over before
the drift and then sliding over it!
Sunday afternoon effectively became the games afternoon with firn gliding, volleyball
and, of course, snow kayaking! The snow wasn’t very fast and there were no early
casualties so we started dragging the kayak further and further up the gully to get more
speed. We also tried Cool Runnings inspired push starts and even a seal-launch off a
rock.

Monday morning saw most people wanting to return early as there was a chance
of rain. I quickly roped a few people into doing a pack-liner sack race, with my best
sales pitch directed at Josh—“Josh will join us, he likes doing stupid things!” Josh and
Oliver got off to a quick start so I went full retard, put in a few big jumps and, about
to fall over anyway, dived for the finish string that Jason had setup. As my hands were
occupied hitting the finish string, I had to use my face to beak my fall. It did not work
very well, with my sunglasses getting mashed into my face resulting in cuts to my
eyebrow and lip and a slight blood nose.

Main Range Extravaganza

(cont.)

Everyone else packed up and headed back to Thredbo whilst Team Kayak opted for a
quick run down Kunama Cirque and then back to campsite via Northcote. We were
back on top of Northcote in time to see the others halfway to Seamans Hut. Back at
the campsite we packed up and left at 11:30am, went via Seamans Hut and were at
the Kosciuszko Lookout at 1pm where we stopped for lunch. We were able to get the
packs on the chairlift which meant we just had to carry the kayak down the Thredbo
Supertrail, which we wanted to do anyway, just for the spectacle. Being late season and
a Monday, it was pretty quiet at the resort, so we didn’t get as much attention as on our
way in. Most notable was a ski patroller who stopped us to make sure that we weren’t
planning on tobogganing within the resort.

We made it to the bottom where Nick and Jess had kindly waited for us to give us a
lift back to our car at Dead Horse Gap. So, with no boats, paddles or bones broken
and much fun had, Operation Full Retard was deemed a success and the entire trip
branded “The most extravagant Extravaganza ever”. There is a video of the Main Range
Extravaganza (mostly following Team Kayak’s adventures) on vimeo:
https://vimeo.com/141319912
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INTERMEDIATE MOUNTAINEERING TRIP
STORY AND PHOTOS BY MAYA WILKINSON

Our alarms started ringing at 0400 hours on Saturday the 15th August. In the pre-dawn
Canberra chill we packed our crampons and axes for the ascent, comforting ourselves that
it was a true mountaineering get-up. Then we loaded up the porters with all our camping
and mountaineering gear and set off along the route to Guthega, the first stage of the
journey. As we slowly woke up, our porters seemed possessed of superhuman strength
and speed. Some napping and 220 kilometres later we were glad that they were, in fact,
completely inhuman - a Subaru and a Holden. At Guthega our support party was waiting,
in the form of Mark, and we set off on stage two- now by ski. Seb skied ahead to mark
the route and after 2 hours circled back to check that the party was still together and

everyone keeping up. I’m sure this thoughtful act had nothing to do with the fact that a
sleeping mat had been left in his car. The party had managed to stick together, despite
the challenges of telemarking with packs on and some encounters with gravity. So we
continued over the Snowy River and began the ascent towards Mount Twynam. Jess and I
decided, considerately, to slow the pace a little so that Seb would have time to dig a snow
cave at base camp without our interruption. Hence, after the slog uphill, base camp (in
the form of ten NZ Alpine Club tents and some questionable toilet arrangements) was
reached at around 1300 hours. We made our own camp, ate lunch, and roped up into
glacier travel mode for the final stage of the journey. The dangerous ‘Twynam hollow’ was

INTERMEDIATE MOUNTAINEERING TRIP
crossed without incident and we commenced pitching our way to the summit led by Andy,
using upright mid-clip snow anchors. Six to seven pitches later and we had reached the
ridge, and were able to crampon to the trig point without protection. We summited at
approximately 1600 hours, with rewarding views of the tallest mountain in Australia. We
encountered some other parties on top, and whilst it almost seemed as though they had
walked or skied to the top, they must have been choppered in….
Basically we had a great weekend practicing mountaineering skills to the extent possible
in Australia, with no glaciers to play on. On Saturday evening we also built a snow bollard
to abseil off, which worked really well. Our steamy snow-cave made for a cosy dinner with
seven of us crammed in and some visits from the NZ Alpine club members. The night’s
sleep was a bit wind-battered but on Sunday we woke excited for ice climbing. After some
more snow cave breakfast-bonding we crossed over to Blue Lake, where we set up anchors

(part rock, part snow) for two top ropes. I don’t know much about ice quality, having never
been ice climbing before, but no major pieces broke off and the anchors held which was
positive! Climbing itself was a completely strange experience and while I tried to mirror
Thomas’s considered approach, testing each hold carefully with his axe or crampon
before weighting it and not seeming to waste any energy, I’m afraid I just flailed around
swinging the axes wildly into the ice and hoping they’d hold. Sarah and Ashby also skied
in and joined us for a climb, and Mark returned from skiing around the mountains for the
morning. Then it was back to camp and back down the mountain. Tom gets the bravery
award for the downhill run, ‘point and shoot’ ing it and then gracefully leaping up again
if he’d needed an ‘emergency stop’. There were some pockets of nice snow and we had a
good ski back to Guthega. But then back home, back to work...

INTERMEDIATE MOUNTAINEERING TRIP
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It was ten years ago and Charles (see endnote †)
was the culprit. At the prospective club evening
in March for newcomers, he showed slides of
a great ski mountaineering journey. It seemed
idyllic. Beautiful hot sunny days with cosy nearby
huts and great ski runs. Good food and light
packs. It was called “the Spaghetti Tour”. A seed
was planted which never germinated.
This year Mike and I were keen to climb Monte
Cervino (aka Matterhorn)on the Swiss Italian
border. We researched, planned, discussed,
emailed and so on. Whilst researching it
suddenly dawned upon me, that the traditional
mountaineering circuit around Cervinia
was a series of 4000m peaks. Peaks such as
the Breithorn, Castor and Pollux, Lyskamm,
Signalgruppe and Monte Rosa. Participating in
the circuit was known as the “Spaghetti Tour”.
The old seed started to sprout. At Cervinia in

SPAGHETTI
STORY BY NIC BENDELI

&

PHOTOS BY NIC BENDELI & MIKE PRYJMA

GLUHWEIN
August 2015, Mike and I met and started to train
and acclimatise for 4000m ascents. We walked up
to Passo Teodulo and lived it up in Lo Stambecco
hotel.
It was off-season for Lo Stambecco and
accommodation prices were very low. At 2500m
it was an excellent base to acclimatise as well as
get to know the area. Our first evening meal was
a delightful surprise. We arrived at the restaurant
to be greeted by a waiter and a fantastic “all
you can eat buffet”. The choice of fare was
exceptional however we were a bit confused.
Apparently this was appetisers???? Never mind
we ate well and then realised was true. When we
were ready after a couple of copious “entrees”
the first main course arrived. It was then followed
by second course, salad and dessert. We rolled
our way from the restaurant. It was a tasty way
to force you to go mountaineering. Staying too
long at the hotel we would become rolly-polly

and unable to climb further. We had plenty of
pasta however no gluhwein.
We finally managed to extricate ourselves
from the Lucullan pleasures of the restaurant
and boarded the telepherique at the early
hour of 9am to the Refugio Guide de Cervinia
situated at 3500m. European alpine starts are
wonderful. You have a leisurely breakfast, a fast
telepherique, a light pack, good huts/hotels.
We were ready to start climbing about 11am.
We walked over to the Breithorn and patiently
took our turn in the queue. A short while later
we summited and then returned to the hut.
Dinner included pasta and was functional rather
however there was no gluhwein.
The following day we continued on our merry
way towards Pollux and Refugio Val d’Ayas. The
light packs were left at the base of Pollux and
we made an easy ascent up the snow gully, up
the mixed terrain to 4000m and the Cross. Mike
continued to the summit whereas I stayed at
the Cross. From the peak we sauntered to the
Refugio in the overwhelming heat generated
in a concave snow basin with no cooling wind.
Dinner included pasta however no gluhwein.

SPAGHETTI

&

On the morrow, some time after sunrise,
we walked back to the base of Pollux and
sidetracked to a bivouac hut at 3800m to leave
our gear and ensure a bed for the night. It was
great as there was enough room for about 10
people and we were the only ones. Leaving
our packs we continued to Castor and started
climbing. After a while I was not feeling up to
it and Mike soloed to the summit. We returned
to the bivouac sweltering in the afternoon heat
and softening snow. An unpleasant surprise
awaited us at the bivouac. There were 14 people
squeezed in the small hut. There were Italians,
Swiss, Germans, Slovenians, French and two
stray Australians. It was a congenial atmosphere
as languages were bandied around and various
people acting as intermediaries with common
languages. The congenial evening was continued
by a sleepless, squeezed night accompanied
by loud snoring and repeated ungodly early
alpine starts of 4am, 5am, 6am and finally us. We
were returning to Lo Stambecco to have time to
recover and then continue with Monte Cervino.
There was no warden at the bivouac, no meals
were provided and we only had the old standby
of instant mashed potatoes instead of pasta.
Even worse still no gluhwein (aka vin brule).

GLUHWEIN

We unhurriedly returned to Cervinia and
continued the gastronomical evening pleasure.
We certainly were getting plenty of value for the
E20 that the evening meal cost and wait … there
was more… It was the end of the season, the
cook was relaxed and we became acquainted.
He was thoroughly chuffed that we enjoyed
his meals and started to spoil us. We benefitted
from extra desserts and alternative main courses.
However no gluhwein.
The Lion Route on Monte Cervino is
predominatly a rock route almost like a basic
via ferrata. The Cervinia area had a via ferrata at
Val Tournenche and we went there during a rest
day to refurbish old skills and practise moving
with cables, rungs and fixed protection. It was a
very enjoyable way of moving freely up a steep
rock face whilst gradually getting into rhythm of
clipping into the fixed protection. It was a brief
and enjoyable scramble and well worthwhile to
repeat again for future reference.

SPAGHETTI

The brilliant weather started to deteriorate. The
forecast was a week of clouds, snow showers
and unpleasant weather. The summit of Monte
Cervino had disappeared and the mountain was
recovering after the climbing onslaught during
the fine weather. Time was running out for us
and we left the region to become tourists near
the sea where the weather was fine.

&

What happened to the quest for gluhwein???
One of the attractions of sport mountaineering
in Europe is that you can have your mountain
and relax in a welcoming refugio too. After a
half day of effort, you can relax in a cosy hut and
have drinks, food and company. Refugio Teodulo
provided a welcome cappuccino, a sizeable slice
of strudel and …. cup of gluhwein. What a way to
climb.
†
Charles JENKINS was ANUMC mountaineering
officer in 2005 and responsible for placing a
motion on providing an “expedition fund” to
further the experience of ANUMC members
by providing financial help for “adventurous
challenging journeys”.
Nic BENDELI was ANUMC canyoning officer
in 2005 and seconded the “expedition fund”
motion.
Mike PRYJMA is member of the NZAC and
partner on the Spaghetti and Gluhwein tour.
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On club nights Climbing
Wall Officers will open an
d close
the faciliity. For off-peak
use at other times you wi
ll
be
responsible for providing
your own personal climb
ing
gear, securing and pack
ing up the anchors for th
e ropes
being used.

Note on climbing wall av
ailability in 2015: There
are some
dates where the climbing
walls are not available for
the
regular timeslots due to
ANU exams, tournament
s
etc
.
These include:
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Events: 26–30 October
and 28 November
Exams: 1–19 June and
2–20 November 2015

What to bring

Keeping in touch

If you have your own climbing shoes, harn
ess etc.
then bring them along. You will be climbing
, so wear
appropriate clothing suitable for fitness
training or
physical activities. Snug fitting sports sho
es with a
thin sole are recommended too as they
will make
climbing easier.

Indoor Climbing Walls

The club has access to the two indoor clim
bing walls
located in the ANU Sports Union, and they
are an
ideal way to develop fitness, build strength
and learn
many aspects of rock climbing techniqu
e including
valuable tips from more experienced mem
bers. The
walls also offer the convenience of being
centrally
located and the opportunity to climb indo
ors at
night or when the weather is unsuitable
for climbing
outdoors.
Access on club nights and off-peak time
s is free and
permitted for club members who have atte
nded,
passed and paid for a belay course (see
above). The
club also provides harnesses and shoes
to use at the
wall on club nights.
The club has use of the wall for free on two
evenings,
one lunchtime and every morning during
the week.
These are the hours for access by club mem
bers for
2015:

Online

The club has a number
of online resources to he
lp
members stay up to date
and informed, including
a
website, facebook and tw
itter accounts. Generally
new
posts are duplicated ac
ross these resources, so
yo
u can
choose the style that su
its you best (see the sid
ebar for
details), however the we
bsite is the most comp
rehensive
resource and the best wa
y to find out about and
sign
up for trips. Note that so
me areas of the website
require
you to be a club memb
er which will be recorded
in your
website account when
your membership fee is
paid.

Mailing lists

The club maintains a nu
mber of mailing lists wh
ich
members may subscribe
to in order to keep up to
date with activities and
club matters of interest
and
importance to them. Me
mbers are also able to po
st
messages to most of th
ese lists, so they are a pr
ac
tical
way of getting importa
nt news out regarding sp
ecific
topics without neccessa
rily spamming the entir
e club
membership.

Contribute to Epic

Share the love by sending
through your trip repor
ts,
epic photos, gear review
s or bush recipes, by em
ail to
anumc.epic@gmail.com
. If you want to become
a regular
contributor to Epic, just
let the committee know
.

CLUB NIGHTS

[harnesses provided and wall officers pres

Monday
Wednesday

ent]

5:30–8:00pm
5:30–8:00pm

OFF-PEAK
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Friday
Saturday

5:00–5:30pm
8:00–9:00pm
12:30–1:30pm
7:00–10:00am
5:00–5:30pm
8:00–9:00pm
2:00–5:00pm
8:00–10:30am
(old wall has limited
availability after 9:00am)

Website

u/

http://anumc.org.a

Facebook

ANU Mountaineer

ing Club (ANUMC)

Twitter

/anumcEPIC
http://twitter.com

Blog

dpress.com/
http://anumc.wor

Epic email

l.com

anumc.epic@gmai

